K-State 8 Tag Review Cycle Flow Chart

Tag Review every 4-years by K-State 8 Council

- Council agrees with course’s tag
  - No change
  - Academic unit considers K-State 8 Council’s recommendation.
  - Academic unit agrees
    - Academic unit creates course change to remove the tag.
    - Both parties agree
      - Tag stays with course or
      - Academic unit creates a course change to remove tag.
  - Academic unit disagrees with course’s tag
    - Academic unit disagrees with council’s opinion
      - K-State 8 Council and academic unit seek to reconcile opinions.
      - Disagreement still exists
        - Course and tag go to FSAA agenda for a vote. Representatives from academic unit, K-State 8 Council and experts present findings or opinions.
        - FSAA votes to remove tag
          - Recommendation for tag removal is placed on discussion agenda for Faculty Senate.
            - Senate votes to remove tag
              - Tag is removed from course and appropriate notifications occur.
            - Senate votes to keep tag
              - Tag stays with course.
        - FSAA votes to keep tag
          - Tag stays with course.